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ABSTRACT. The results are presented of the analysis of ocillograins due to shocks 
generated by the rupture of diaphragms in a shock tube. Shock overpressures po and the 
duration tg of colling pressure to zero level transit have boon dotorminod from the oscillograms 
as functions of compression chamber pressures and distances. Shock velocities have been 
determined by the time of arrival method. The values of shock overpressures as doterminod 
by these two methods agree satisfactorily.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Reiman (1880) and Hiigoniot (1887) have already very early theoretically 
demonstrated that a pressure wave of finite amplitude changes its form during the 
propagation in such a manner that its front becomes increasingly steeper and its 
end increasingly flatter. A shock wave is characterized by a relatively laige 
change in excess pressure across a very small ix'gion of space. Such shocks can 
result from explosions like the rupture of a membrane separating a region of liigh 
pressure from a region of low pressure in a tube or from a detonation of chemical 
explosives.
The literature on shock waves is exkmsive (Courant ei a t, 1948) and hero we 
shall content ourselves with the analysis of the pressure oscillograms of shock waves 
generated by breaking the diaphragm separating high and low pressure regions in 
a tube. The short duration of the shock makes an analysis of the direct measure­
ments rather difficult, so that the analytical evaluation of the Furrer integral 
from the oscillograms has been pursued. In this respect iJic work of Furrer (1946) 
is an outstanding contribution to the physics and mathematics of explosions 
due to TNT explosives, cannon shot, and pistol shot. Leonard (1962) briefly 
discussed his work in a review article on explosive sound sources. In the present 
investigation, the method used by Furrer to analyse the pressure oscillograms 
due to the above mentioned explosions will be followed to analyse the pressure 
oscillograms due to the shock generated in a tube by the rupture of the 
membrane. Here no attempt has been made to introduce a correction term in 
the pressure distribution along the axis of the tube due to reflection, because of 
the complex mathematics involved to compute the reflection term. This is 
partly due to the irregular inside structure of the shock tube.
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In order to gain a clear insight into the physical characteristics of a shock. 
It is important to know the chronological sequence of the atmospheric pressure 
and its speed of propagation. The shock overpressure was measured by means 
of a calibrated piezoelectric transducer m£i^e by Ivistler company, and speed of 
propagation was measured by the time of arrival method.
II. T H E O R E T I C A L  C O N S I D E R A T I O N S
The most essential characteristics of a shock ar<5 the sudden onset and tlie 
short duration. In the case of a shock duo to explosion, we have to (?xpect a vir­
tually discontinuous pressure leap. The paramoU rs decisive for the effect of an 
explosion thrust, especially the i>ressure leap and the air speed, can be traced 
back to a single parameter, the wave velocity, in  the vicinity of the exjjlosion 
sit<‘, where the pressure leap and the air speed arc high, the velocity of a wave is 
also very high. With increasing distance it approaches th(  ^ velocity of sound 
asymptotically. As opposed to classical sound relationship a difference results in 
that the speed of propagation is no longer a pure material constant and the step 
pressure is added to the hydrostatic pressure, but these differences disappear 
ve ry rapidly.
II K O N O 1. O Cx I C A L P R E S S U R E  D I S T R I R U T I O N
ill order to study the common form of the chronological pressure  ^distribution 
ol‘ a shock in a cylindi ical enclosure the following simple function wliich has lu en 
used by Furrer to study explosive waves in open atmosphere will be emjiloyed 
to analyse the pressure oscillograms in the present investigations :
Pt =  cos { i l t+ 0 )  (1)
whore the pressure ceiling, and the duration of the pressure ceiling up to 
zctu transit, will be introduced as tw^ o parameters from the oscillograms. Equa­
tion (1) has been found to lit the experimental shock tube data satisfactorily.
The following boundary conditions are to be satisfied for the determinations 
ol b, Q, and 0 from the magnitude of and
1. The chronological integral must be zero, i.c., physically the elastical 
procedure will be assumed and there wiU be no gas transport.
w 00
J p,dt — 1 e-“ cos — 0 (2 )
i.e.,
which leads to
3
J cos {Qjt-\-0)dt =  0 
0
b
... (3) 
... (4)
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The maximum of F{pt) =  ^  , when to® =  £2®+6*zb (12:
Tlie shock itself can be interpreted as the sum of infinitely many vibrations with 
the assigned amplitudes of the Fourier integral
^  I  ejwt F(pt)do (13)
A P P A R A T U S
Figure I(a) shows the photographs of the e^xperimental arrangements and 
Figure 1(b) shows the schematic diagram of the shock tube in which the shocks 
were generated by rupturing AVLSCO Cellophane Tyi>o 195 MSBO diaphragms 
witli a metallic pointer activated by a sohuioid. The number of sheets required
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Fig. 1(b)! Schemutic diagram of tho shock tube.
depends upon the ratio of the pressures on tho two sides of the diaphragms. A 
minimum of 3, 5, and 8 sheets arc required for the corresponding pressure ratios 
of 1.045,1.758, and 3.515 (15, 2.5, and 50 psi). Air is us<fd botli for the driving uiid 
the driven gas. The flow of the gas from the compression chamber after the 
rupture of tho membrane is matchid by introducing a metallic conc 91.44 cms.lon^ 
(3 feet) in between the compression and the expansion chambers. A pressure 
gauge is coupled to the comj>rcssion chamber to read the air pressure in it.
The expansion chamber containing air a t atmospheric pressure is cooled 
to about — 10°C by circulating coolant from a constant temperature bath througli 
a coil system incorporated in the chamber. Tho ratio of the cross-sectional area.s 
of the compression and the expansion chambers is 3. Sample ports and obser­
vation windows are provided in tho expansion chamber. The reflection of slioek 
waves from the end of tho expansion chamber is minimized with the help of a per­
forated acoustic reflector fixed at an angle of 46“ to the axis of the shock tube 
assembly and a pad of glass wool enclosing the end of the tube. The outsidr 
of the expansion chamber is wrapped with a thick lining of glass wool in order 
to reduce heat^transfer,
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A calibrated quartz transducer Tjc Model No. bOl^, its associated electro­
static charge amplifier Model 566 made by the Kisilor Instrument Corporation 
and a Tektronix Type 545A oscilloscope are used to measure the shock over- 
pr(\SHure. The natural frequency and the rise time of the transducer- are 140kc/s 
and 3 secs., respc^ctively.
A second transducer Tg, made by (Jnlton Industries, and a H/P.40011 VTVM 
are used in addition to the transducer, to measure the shock spt-ed by the time 
of arrival method.
For further’ details about the shock ttibc and the results ohtairu-d on tin; inter­
actions of shock waves with supercooled;water (0 5 to 1 cc.) c^onlaiiurl in glnss and 
tygon tubings and with a single suspendk‘d sujxr’cooled droplet, refenm e is made 
to the papers by Ooyer\ Bhadra, and ditblin (19t>5) and Bhadra (1065).
E X T» E R I M K N T S
In order to understand the nn-chanism of the interaction of shock wa  ^cs with 
sup(Tcool(*d water, experiments were carried out to deterinim' th(‘ following 
sliock pararnt'tcrs as functions of distance- and compn-ssioii clmrnbt-r pressure : 
(/) chronological pressure dist ribution, (ii) speed of shock wave. (iii) acous­
tic energy, If, (iv) fnrjucncy spectrum, F(pi).
Th(- chronological pressure- distribution Avas determined by moans of the 
transducer T]^ , in conjunction with the charge amplifier and the Tektronix oscillo- 
s(*o])e. Tlio oscilloscope was triggered by the signal ])icked up by the transducer, 
Tg, from the shock field. The transducer, was located ahead of tin- ])ressurc 
ainplit ale measuring transducer, at a known distance from it. The 
transdiic(-r, was inserted Into the shock field in such a way that the flow pattern 
ill front of the transducer, Tje, was not disturbed to an appn-eiablc amount. So 
the transdueer Tg, Avas placed far off from the axial region as is shown in Fignn- 
1. Th(-. axes of the transducers AAcre aligned parallel to the directi m of the
gas How.
The sensitivity of the transdueer, 7V, is 1.0//// Cf»/psi and the charge ani])li- 
fier is calibrated in terms of mv///// Cb.
From the oscillogram, the magnitude of the pt^ak ovc]’p (^^ssure, and the 
time, T, taken by the sliock wave to travel the distance, />, Ixitween Iht- two 
transducers, Tjt and T ,^ were estimated. Th(' shock spc-c-d was d(-termin(*d from 
the measured values of tlie time, T, and the distance-, J). and T  where measun-d 
as functions of the compression chamber pressure and the distance from the 
diaphragm. Another parameter, o^» time for the ceiling pressure to return 
to zero transit region was determined from the oscillogram. These values of 
Po Iq are used in determining the chronological pressure distribution,
acoustic energy, and the frequency spectrum, F(pi),
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K E S U L T S  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N S
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the two typical oscillograms of 3.615 Kg/cm* 
compression chamber pressure at distances 2.44 wi and 1.83 m respectively. The
CTjXIO
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Fig. 2 : Pressure oscillogram of 3.616 Kg/cm® compression chamber pressure. Ordinate : 
pQ in 0.1088 Kg/crn /^cin. Abscissa ; (a) Time in 2 ms.'cm. at a distance of 2.44m.
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(b) Time in 1 ms/om at a distance of l«88m.
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measured values ofpQ, the ceiling pressure, the duration of the ceilingg pressure 
up to zero leve Iransition, the shock velocity, and the calculated valves of 
Wx the acoustic energy, Pc, the shock overpressure, 1/^, the mach number, are 
presented in the table as functions of distance and compression chamber pressure. 
The velocity of sound in dry air a t — 10°C is 326 m/s. Column ‘c’ of the table 
shows the measured ceiling pressure, p^ and Column ‘d’ shows the same as calcu- 
lated from the ratio of shook velocity and sound velocity. The overall agreement 
between the measured and the calculated ceiling pressures is fairly satisfactorp, 
but for 3.515 kg/cm^ compression changer pressure, the agreement is excellent 
Column ‘f* shows an appreciable increaM of the shock velocities over the sound 
velocity at — 10°C as shown in Column ‘g*. Column ‘i’ shows the amount of acous­
tic enorgy/cm® available for each compression chamber pressure at different dis­
tances. Column ‘h’ shows the maximufn value of the mach number using the 
minimum value of sound velocity. No ^rrection  for moisture content in air has 
boon added.
For the pressure 3.515 Kg/cm^ a minimum number of 8 diaphragms is required. 
However, at compression chamber pressures of 1.758 Kg/cm^/and 1.045 Kg/cm® 
diaphragms cannot be ruptured by the metallic pointer so that 5 and 3 diaphragms 
are used respectively for these two cases. Since the number of diaphragms is 
changed when the compression chamber pressure is changed, it is difficult to rebate 
correctly the ceiling pressure to the compression chamber pressure, but repeated 
exp(iriments under similar conditions produced almost identical oscillograms.
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Fig. 3 : Overpressure plotted against distance as a function of the chamber pressure.
Figure 3 shows the measured ceiling pressure, a t various distances, 
decreases inversely with distance up to 1.22 m. I t  was not possible to measure 
the ceilling pressures a t smaller distances, i.e., less than 1.22 m In these regions 
the plots of Pq against distance are shown by dashed lines indicating the uncer­
tainty of the inverse relationship.
In  Figure 4, the measured values of and p^ are shown dependent on the com­
pression chamber pressure. The measured values of from the oscillograms for 
compression chamber pressures of 1.758 Kg/cm^ and 1.046 Kg/cm^ a t a distance 
of 1.22m have been found to be much smaller than those at 1.83m and 2.44m. 
The curve for against compression chamber pressure is steeper indicating, 
thereby, the rapid leveling down of the shook overpressure. In the region of 1.22m
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th(! shock profile builds up and therefore it is difficult to visualise the mechanism
involved for the lower values of
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Fig. 4 : po and ai(' plotted against tho j)ressuro in the (‘onijiression chamber.
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Fi«. 5 : Approxime^ te function of the shook oscillo^am of 3.616/Kg/cm* compression chamber 
pressure, (a) at 2.44 meter» (b) at 1.83 meter.
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TABLE I
Results
SerialNo. inmeters
binKg/cm*
0 d e f g h iill meter/ meter/ M* in Kg/cm^ Kg/om^ milli- sec sec wattssec.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
1.22 3.615 0.305 0.374 2.4 373.99 326 1.15 0.0173
1.22 1.768 0.231 0.3 |9  1.2 366.02 320 1.13 0.0050
1.22
1.83
1.83
1.83
2.44
2.44
1.045 
3.515 
1.758
1.046 
3.615 
1.768
0.196
0.316
0.196
0.141
0.267
0.231
0.218
0.347
0.245
0.218
0.272
0.170
1 . 2
2.6
2.2
2.2
2.8
2.4
366.22 
372.16 
358.75 
354.48 
363.02
350.22
326
326
326
326
326
326
1.09 
1.14
1.10 
1.09 
1.11 
1.07
0.0033
0.0193
0.0061
0.0029
0.0160
0.0067
2.44 1.045 0.196 0.U 3 2.2 346.95 326 1.06 0.0026
*a distance from the diaphragm 
b compression chamber pressuro 
0 measured shock ceiling overpressure Pq
d shock coiling overpressure pc calculated from ratios of shock velocity Ux and sound velocity
axe duration of pressure ceiling up to zero level transition 
f  shock velocity U x  as measured by time of arrival method
g sound velocity a^ : in dry air at —10"C, velocity of sound increases by 0.05 m/s for addition 
of 0.10% by volume of moisture (in the present case air is not free from moisture).
h m* the maoh number
i acoustic energy W in watts/unit area
111 Figure 6, only two typical oscillograms of 3.515 Kg/cm® compression 
chamber pressure at 2.44m and 1.83m are represented by the curves A on which 
tlie curves B representing the approximate function
=  ^ 2-7, e~^ 008 cos d
are superimposed. Those curves present fairly good agreement between the 
Ihooretical and experimental values without correcting the theoretical values 
for reflection.
Figure 6 shows the frequency spectrum of the sound pulse from the shocks 
as calculated approximately from Fourier transform of the Equation (1). The 
Fourier transform is represented by Equation (10). In the figure, pressuro amph- 
tudes per 1 c.p.s. { H z )  a t a distance o f 2.44m for the compression chaniber pressures 
of 3.516 Kg/om*. 1.758 Kg/om®, and 1.045 Kg/om® are represented by the curves 
A, B, and C. The ordinate represents the pressure amplitudes in decibol/Hz. 
The 0 d b  has been defined to be equal to  1 p b l H z .  The maximum pressure ampli­
tude is given b y Equation (12). The pressure ampUtude fafis to  zero at zero
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frequency. The peak in the spectrums moves towards the lower frequency side 
of the spectrum as the pressure in the compression chamber is increased. This 
peak frequency, however, has no relationship whatsoever to the acoustical reso­
nance frequency of the shock tube. For the three different cases, the peak fre­
quencies are 454 Hz, 530Hz, and 636Hz for the compression chamber pressures 
of 3.616 Kg/cm®, 1.758 Kg/cm*, and 1.946 Kg/cm*, respectively.
10 20 50 100 200 500 1000 2000 5000 10,000 20,000
Hz((;pB)~>
Fig. 6 t Frequency spectrum as a function of compression chamber pressure.
Figure 7 represents sound pulse amplitude distribution as a function of frequen­
cies at different distances for one compression chamber pressure. The pressun‘ 
amplitudes of lower frequencies are higher at larger distances. The findings are 
in agreement with the theory of shock waves, i.e., shock waves decay into low 
frequency sound waves at larger distances.
Fig. 7 } Frequency speotrum a t various distances.
C O N C L U S IO N
I t  m ay be concluded hero th a t Equation (1) can be used satisfactorily to  ana- 
lyze the shock tube data. Further, this analysis provides data in elucidating the  
mechanism involved to  trigger freezing o f supercooled water by shock waves for 
which this shock tube is designed*
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